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The Lady of Shalott is the third book in Visions in Poetry, an award-winning series of classic
poems illustrated by outstanding contemporary artists in stunning hardcover editions.
Tennyson's beautiful and enigmatic poem of unrequited love, set in Arthurian England, has
enthralled artists for well over a century. With her luminous illustrations, Genevi?ve C?t? weaves
a refreshingly modern interpretation of this beloved poem -- one that will enchant readers of all
ages.

From School Library JournalGrade 7 Up–This lyrical poem, written nearly 200 years ago, has
been given new life through Côté's intelligent artistry. Tennyson's strict stanzas move back and
forth in dialogue with the playful, stylized, mixed-media illustrations. The poem's symbolism has
been interpreted variously as a work about the isolation of the artist, the inevitability of death,
and unrequited love. The art offers room for readers to wander and wonder within the realm of
suggestion. Côté's illustrations allow the poem to speak its full range; however, the theme of love
is strongly suggested by the depiction of a couple on the opening page glancing over the water
to the island where the Lady of Shalott resides alone. Admirably, the art does not depict the Lady
of Shalott as a tragic figure; after she declares that she is 'half sick of shadows,' she takes flight
from the world of mirrored images as if a butterfly from a chrysalis. The artist's reapers are
sinister and humorous; their dark glasses situate them in the modern era. There are
industrialized urban centers, bridges, and automobiles. Fans will be born of both Tennyson and
Côté. Begin the enchantment early: introduce this volume to students, middle school and up.–
Teresa Pfeifer, Alfred Zanetti Montessori Magnet School, Springfield, MACopyright © Reed
Business Information, a division of Reed Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.From BooklistGr. 5-7.
The pictures in this small book bring an early-twentieth-century urban setting to Tennyson's
classic Arthurian poem, written in 1842, about a young woman imprisoned in a tower, endlessly
weaving what she sees in the mirror, until she dares to break free and look outside. Tennyson's
"four gray walls and four gray towers" is a city building, the river goes under a bridge, and the
"knights" come riding in an old-fashioned automobile. Sir Lancelot is a soldier on horseback.
With illustrated poetry there is always the danger that overelaborate pictures will overwhelm the
words, but Cote's quiet line-and-watercolor and pastel artwork opens up the story, preserving
the romance and mystery without filling in too much. The final notes on the poem and the art will
make readers go back and look again, and then think about the final picture, which shows a
butterfly flying free. This will appeal both to those who know the rhythmic, haunting lines as well
as those reading and hearing them for the first time. Hazel RochmanCopyright © American
Library Association. All rights reservedReviewThough the poem traditionally takes us on a
woman’s tragic journey toward death, the artist sees it as a happy journey toward



independence.Fans will be born of both Tennyson and Cote.Cote’s quiet line-and-watercolor
and pastel artwork opens up the story, preserving the romance and mystery.[Limpid and
lovely.About the AuthorGeneviève C?té is a Montreal artist whose illustrations have graced the
pages of publications such as the New York Times and the Boston Globe. Her books have
received three nominations for the Governor General's Award for Illustration, one of which went
on to win, and she has also won the the Elisabeth Mrazik-Cleaver Award.Read more
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Jeffrey H., “A visual and Literary treat. This pretty little book is a joy to read and the pictures and
print are a visual feast.”

Bill, “Elaine, the Lady of Shallot. I love the poem, always have.The Waterhouse painting on the
cover is lovely. In my mind eveything about this poem is lovely. I disagree with much of the
commentary regarding the poem's "meaning." Some things just stand on their own and require
no analysis.”

noquiexis, “Everything I expected. This booklet was exactly as advertised. The introduction by
Jocelyn Almond is a fairly lengthy analysis if the work. Each stanza of the poem occupies its own
page. The cover illustration is "The Lady of Shalott" (1888) by John William Waterhouse. Other
illustrations include a photograph of Tennyson and details of works by William Holman Hunt,
Edmund J. Sullivan, W. E. F. Britten, and Dante Gabriel Rossetti. This would make a fine gift for
any poetry lover, and especially for fans of Lord Tennyson.”

Karen R. Haynes, “Classic Poem. This is a classic poem by Tennyson that is usually only
published along with his other writings. It's nice to have a small book with only this poem in it.
One of my favorite poems of all time.”

Sarah Anne, “Five Stars. It's exactly what I wanted and more.”

Valjean, “Nice book. This is my favourite poem, a well presented version”

K Durant, “wonderful book. i bought this book for my husband for valentines day, he loves poems
and thought this book was a wonderful read.  thankyou”

NeyNey, “Ein englisches "Muss". Ein wunderschönes Gedicht!Habe es gekauft, weil ich mich
fürs Abitur auf die mündliche Kunstprüfung vorbereiten wollte, und mir als Schwerpunkte die
Präraffaeliten als Maler, so wie Julia Margaret Cameron als Fotografin gesetzt hatte. Ich wollte
die Zusammenhänge zwischen beiden untereinander und Alfred Lord Tennyson besser
verstehen und unbedingt auch dieses "Standardwerk" gelesen haben, über das ich
zwangsläufig stolpern musste.Das Buch an sich sieht schön aus. Ich mag die Umsetzung der
Außenseiten, sieht hochwertig aus.Das Gedicht hat mich berührt, wobei ich eigentlich nicht
Gedicht-begeistert bin. Die Wahl der Ausdrucksweise schien mir wundervoll.Es ist eher ein
kurzes Werk und daher leicht zu lesen.”

The book by Lindsay Ribar has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 79 people have provided feedback.
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